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Bathtime Fun Books
Pig the Stinker by Aaron Blabey (2019). Pig the Pug loves
to roll in disgusting garbage and does not like the idea of a
bath. 
XFICP BLABEY A 

Bubbles by Ben Clanton (2021). Bestselling underwater
duo Narwhal and Jelly explore bubbles in the water. 
XFICP CLANTON B 

Wild! Bathtime by Courtney Dicmas (2014). Bathtimes
can be wild, especially when animal babies are involved!
Sometimes messy, often chaotic, and always exhausting—
they offer perfect bonding opportunities. 
XFICP DICMAS C 

Scaredy Bath by Zoe Foster Blake (2022). Scaredy Bath
dreads the piping hot water, loud kids, and gooey soap, but
when the family goes away, he realizes being a bathtub is
fun.
XFICP FOSTER BLAKE Z

Bathtime Mathtime by Danica McKellar (2018). One
messy baby, two busy feet, and three rambunctious friends
—add up to a tubful of fun you can count on!  
XFICP MCKELLAR D 

How Do You Take a Bath? by Kate McMullan (2018). How
does a pig take a bath? It sinks in the mud! What about a
chicken? It thrashes in the dust! By the end of the book, a
child makes his way to the bathtub!  
XFICP MCMULLAN K

Cowpoke Clyde and Dirty Dawg by Lori Mortensen
(2013). After chaotic attempts to give his dog a bath,
Cowpoke Clyde discovers there is only one way to get Dawg
into the tub.
XFICP MORTENSEN L

Bears in the Bath by Shirley Parenteau (2014).  Four little
bears covered in mud don’t want to take a bath. These cute
bears will make a splash with toddlers and parents alike. 
XFICP PARENTEAU S 

I’m Terrified of Bath Time by Simon Rich (2022). A
bathtub, who is just as terrified of bath time as the little girl
who bathes in him, offers suggestions on how to make the
experience better for both of them.
XFICP RICH S

Daniel’s Bath Time by Alexandra Cassel Schwartz
(2019). Bath time is so much fun! Daniel loves playing with
his bath toys and the soap bubbles. 
XFICP SCHWARTZ A

Bathtime and Bedtime by Liesbet Slegers (2022). With a
focus on babies’ bedtime routine, recognizable illustrations
and simple text take baby from bath to bed.
XFICP SLEGERS L

Walrus in the Bathtub by Deborah Underwood (2018).
When a family finds a walrus in the bathtub of their new
house, it’s the worst thing ever—or is it? 
XFICP UNDERWOOD D   
 
Bath Time!  by Eric Walters (2020). What makes bath time
fun for baby? Bath toys! Join the splashy party in the tub…
you may even get wet too! 
XFICP WALTERS E 
 
A Whale in the Bathtub by Kylie Westaway (2016).
Bruno, who is known for his imaginative tales, is unable to
convince his family that there is a whale in the bathtub
who refuses to leave.  
XFICP WESTAWAY, K 

Wash and Clean by Sue Barraclaugh (2012). Learn
healthy habits by exploring the similarities and differences
between us and the animal world.
XP 613 BAR

Practice Good Hygiene! by Katie Marsico (2015).
Discusses good hygiene, explaining why it is important and
good to practice.
XP 613.4 MAR
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